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PUBLICATIONS OF
THE FACULTY OF
NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL


Prepared by:
Camille Broussard
And the Staff of the Mendik Library
ALAN I. APPEL

**Chapters in Books**


**Law Review & Scholarly Articles**


DEBORAH N. ARCHER

**Conference Materials, Monographs and Research Reports**


**Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications**


TAMARA BELINFANTI

**Conference Materials, Monographs and Research Reports**


**Law Review & Scholarly Articles**

LENNI B. BENSON

Law Review & Scholarly Articles

ROBERT I. BLECKER

Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications


LLOYD BONFIELD

Books

Chapters in Books

RICHARD H. CHUSED

Books
GENDERED LAW IN AMERICAN HISTORY. (Carolina Academic Press, 2016) (with W. Williams).

Law Review & Scholarly Articles
ANthony w. crowell

Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications

New York City Law Schools Give Students an Edge While Serving Many Needs, NEW YORK LAW JOURNAL (NYLS Special Reports Newsletter) August 17, 2015 archived on Lexis Advance
http://www.newyorklawjournal.com/id=1202734593108/New-York-City-Law-Schools-Give-Students-an-Edge-While-Serving-Many-Needs#ixzz3zbJw1ZPP.

Joanne Doroshow

Conference Materials, Monographs and Research Reports


Law Review & Scholarly Articles


Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications


Stephen j. ellmann

Chapters in Books


Law Review & Scholarly Articles


**ELLMANN con’t**

*Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications*

*Blog Proprietor, NOW WITHOUT HESITATION (June 2009–) at http://nowwithouthesitation.blogspot.com/.*

*Co-Editor, CLINICAL LAW TEACHING & PRACTICE EJOURNAL (formerly CLINICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE), (sponsored by New York Law School, SSRN, 2004–) (with R. Marsico).*

---

**STACY-ANN ELVY**

*Law Review & Scholarly Articles*


Contracting in the Age of the Internet of Things: Article 2 of the UCC and Beyond. 44 HOFSTRA LAW REVIEW 839-932 (2016).

---

**RONALD H. FILLER**

*Law Review & Scholarly Articles*

The Seventh Circuit and Sentinel -- Five Times a Charm! 36 FUTURES & DERIVATIVES LAW REPORT (April 2016).


---

**KRIS FRANKLIN**

*Law Review & Scholarly Articles*

Do We Need Subject Matter-Specific Pedagogies? (The Pedagogy of Civil Procedure Symposium), 65 JOURNAL OF LEGAL EDUCATION 839-863 (2016).
DONI GEWIRTZMAN

*Law Review & Scholarly Articles*


LISA F. GRUMET

*Law Review & Scholarly Articles*


MARIANA HOGAN

*Chapters in Books*


JOANNE INGHAM

*Law Review & Scholarly Articles*

GERALD KORNGOLD

Books


Law Review and Scholarly Articles


WILLIAM P. LaPIANA

Books

DRAFTING NEW YORK WILLS AND RELATED DOCUMENTS. 4th ed. (LexisNexis, 2010) (with I. Bloom) (Supplements 2010-).

Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications


Contributing Author, Recent New York State Decisions, TRUSTS AND ESTATES LAW SECTION NEWSLETTER (New York State Bar Association, 2005-) (with I. Bloom).

Contributing Author, New Fiduciary Decisions, ESTATE PLANNING (Warren, Gorham & Lamont / Thomson Reuters, 2014-).
ARTHUR S. LEONARD

Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications


Legal Columnist, GAY CITY NEWS. (Community Media, New York, 1995-) (Weekly Columns), available at http://gaycitynews.com/?s=%22arthur+S.+Leonard%22&x=0&y=0.

JETHRO K. LIEBERMAN

Books


Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications


RICHARD D. MARSICO

Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications

Co-Editor, CLINICAL LAW TEACHING & PRACTICE EJOURNAL (formerly CLINICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE), (sponsored by New York Law School, SSRN, 2004-) (with S. Ellmann).
FRANK W. MUNGER

Law Review & Scholarly Articles


STEPHEN A. NEWMAN

Law Review & Scholarly Articles


BETH SIMONE NOVECK

Books


MICHAEL L. PERLIN

Books


Chapters in Books


“My Sense of Humanity Has Gone Down the Drain”: Stereotypes, Stigma and Sanism, Chapter 3 in STEREOTYPES AND HUMAN RIGHTS LAW at 95-118 (A. Timmer & E. Brems, eds., Intersentia, 2015).

Law Review & Scholarly Articles


Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications


EDWARD A. PURCELL, Jr.

Law Review & Scholarly Articles

SADIQ REZA

Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications

Editor, ISLAMIC LAW AND LAW OF THE MUSLIM WORLD EJOURNAL (sponsored by New York Law School, SSRN, 2007-).

MICHAEL H. ROFFER

Books


Chapters in Books


Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications


REBECCA ROIPHE

Law Review & Scholarly Articles

The Decline of Professionalism, 29 GEORGETOWN JOURNAL OF LEGAL ETHICS 649-682 (2016).


Tilting at Stratification: Against a Divide in Legal Education (Symposium: Legal Education in a Time of Change: Challenges and Opportunities), 16 NEVADA LAW JOURNAL 227-249 (2015).
ROSS SANDLER

Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications

Editor, JUMPSTART SERIES, (Wolters Kluwer Law Business, 2012-).

Executive Editor & Commentator, CITYLAND (Center for New York City Law at New York Law School, 2004-).

Executive Editor & Commentator, CITYLAW (Center for New York City Law at New York Law School, 1995-).

Past Corruption in New York City: Marcus, Tweed & Gross, 22 CITYLAW 49, 63-67 (May/June 2016).


ANDREW SCHERER

Books

RESIDENTIAL LANDLORD-TENANT LAW IN NEW YORK. WEST PRACTICE GUIDE. 2015-2016 ed. (Thomson Reuters).

Law Review & Scholarly Articles


Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications


DAVID S. SCHOENBROD

Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications


SCHOENBROD con’t


HOUMAN B. SHADAB

Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications


Editor-in-Chief, JOURNAL OF TAXATION AND REGULATION OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS (Civic Research Institute, 2010-).

JACOB S. SHERKOW

Law Review & Scholarly Articles


Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications

Bass wins victory at PTAB, 26 INSIDE COUNSEL 28 (November 2015).


RICHARD K. SHERWIN

Law Review & Scholarly Articles

Too Late for Thinking: The Curious Quest for Emancipatory Potential in Meaningless Affect and Some Jurisprudential Implications, LAW, CULTURE AND THE HUMANITIES (October 2015): 1743872115611500.

Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications

Editor, NYLS LEGAL STUDIES RESEARCH PAPER SERIES (sponsored by New York Law School, SSRN, 2014-).

NADINE STROSSEN

Law Review & Scholarly Articles


Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications

Ruti G. Teitel

Books

TRANSACTIONAL JUSTICE IN UNIFIED KOREA. (Editor & Contributor) (Palgrave Macmillan, 2015) (with B. Buhm-Suk).

Chapters in Books


Law Review & Scholarly Articles


Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications


Marshall E. Tracht

Books

CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT FINANCING: LAW, PRACTICE & FORMS. 2016 ed. (West Group) (with A. Arnold).

THE REAL ESTATE LEASING PRACTICE MANUAL. 2016 ed. (West Group) (with A. Arnold).

Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications

Contributing Editor, MORTGAGE AND REAL ESTATE EXECUTIVES REPORT (May 2010-).

Contributing Editor, REAL ESTATE LAW REPORT (1993-).
ARI EZRA WALDMAN

Law Review & Scholarly Articles


Newspaper Articles, Practice Materials and Other Publications


Guest Columnist at CONCURRING OPINIONS blog (September 2013-), available at http://www.concurringopinions.com/.


ERIKA L. WOOD

Law Review & Scholarly Articles